LESSON
OF 6

BORDERS WITH FOUR-PATCH BLOCKS

Three borders are added to the Quilting Santa panel. A wider border will be added in red to length
the quilt. Four-patch blocks in red and blue are used for Border 2, the same colors as Border 1 and
Border 3.
These Four-patch blocks and borders remind me of dentil molding. Dentil molding is composed of
tooth-shaped blocks of wood, and was first used in ancient Greek and Roman architecture when the
blocks were carved into the stone of the buildings.
Borders should be in proportion to the size of the designs in the panel. As a general rule of thumb, a
small wallhanging should have a border of less than 6" while a king-size quilt can handle a 12" to 14"
border. Borders that are too wide diminish the quilt’s center design. The purpose of the quilt and the
size of the elements in the panel can help you decide the width to make the borders.
Chain piecing the Four-Patch blocks will speed up the
sewing process. And no pins are needed if you can
nest the seams together for accurate sewing.
Tip: Measure the largest main element in the panel and
keep the width of the borders less than that size.

Fabric:
•
•
•

One Quilting Santa panel
2 yards red for Border 1 and in Four-Patch blocks
2 yards blue for Border 3 and in Four-Patch blocks

(Marshall Dry Goods)
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Since we are adding 4" Four-Patch blocks as Border 2, we need to determine what size to cut the
panel so they will fit properly. Since the panel has a dark blue border on it, it seemed like that would
be a good place to trim the panel.
Border 1 will be sized for the 4" Four-Patch blocks to fit evenly. So that means Border 1 needs to be
multiple of 4.
• Cut the panel to a finished size of 30" x 40" (cut 30½" x 40½")
• Add 4" top and bottom borders to make the length 48" (40" + (2* 4") = 48 divided by 4 = 12 blocks;
• Add 3" side borders will make the width = 36" (30" + (2*3) = 36 divided by 4 = 9).
It is okay to make the borders different widths when you want to add length or width to the panel.
Width to cut panel = _____30½"____
Length to cut panel = ____40½"____
All seam allowances are ¼".
Making the Four-Patch Blocks:
• Cut five 2½" x length of fabric (along the selvage edge) strips of red fabric.
• Cut five 2½" x length of fabric strips of blue fabric.
• Sew one red strip to one blue strip, right sides together, along the long edge. Repeat for the other four sets of
red and blue strips.
• Press the seam allowances toward the blue fabric.
• Cut each red/blue strip into 2½" segments.
Chain Piecing the Four Blocks Without Using Pins:
• Take two segments and rotate one so opposite colors are being sewn together.
• Align the corners to feed into the machine and take a few stitches.
• Stop and make sure the center seams are nested into one another – demonstration of nesting the seams.
• Align and stitch to the corner.
• Pick up the next two segments and keep repeating the sewing/nesting/sewing until you have completed 46
blocks
• (12 + 12 for sides + 9 + 9 for top/bottom + 4 for corners = 46 Four-Patch blocks)
• Measure your blocks. They should measure 4½".
This is a great method to use when you need to make many Four-Patch blocks in two colors. Chain
piecing without pinning speeds up the sewing process.
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Border 1: Top and
bottom borders

Border 2: Top and
bottom borders

Border 1: Side
borders added

Border 2: Side
borders added

Border 1:
• Cut two strips 4½" x 30 ½" for the top and
bottom borders.
• Cut two strips 3½" x (40 ½" + (2 * 4) =
48½"
• Mark the center of each border and each
side of the quilt.
• Pin the top and bottom borders, starting
in the center, working to both ends.
• Sew the top and bottom borders to the
quilt.
• Press the seam allowances toward the
borders.
• Repeat the pinning and sewing of the side
borders to the panel.

Border 2: Four-Patch Blocks
• Stitch the Four-Patch blocks together for
the borders.
• The top and bottom borders need 9 FourPatch blocks.
• Sew nine Four-Patch blocks together for
the top of Border 2. Repeat for the bottom
border.
• Place the pieced border on top of the
red Border 1, so you can nest the seam
allowances. By having the pieced border
on top, you can make sure the seam
allowances are turned in the correct
direction.
• Repeat to pin and sew the bottom border
to Border 1.
• Press the seam allowances toward Border
1.
• The side borders need 14 Four-Patch
blocks.
• Sew 14 Four-Patch blocks for each side
border.
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Border 3:
• Blue fabric is used for the 4" Border 3.
• Measure the width of the quilt = __43½"________________
• Cut two strips 4½" x your measured width of the blue fabric for the top and bottom borders.
• With the pieced border on top, pin and sew the top and bottom borders to Border 2.
• Press the seam allowances toward Border 3.
•
• Measure the length of the quilt with the top and bottom borders added = _64½"___________.
• Cut two strips 4½" x your measured length of the blue fabric for the side borders.
• With the pieced border on top, pin and sew the side borders to Border 2.
• Press the seam allowances toward Border 3.

Your Quilting Santa quilt top is now complete!
Quilting Ideas:
• Panel – Quilt around the motifs in the
panel to highlight them.
• Borders – Adding some curvy quilting
designs in the red and blue borders will
enhance the geometric pattern created
with the pieced Four-Patch blocks.
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Bonus:
Making a wheelchair quilt from
a horizontal panel.
A horizontal panel works well
to make a wheelchair quilt.
Wheelchair quilts are usually
between 35 and 40 inches in both
width and length. They only need
to be large enough to cover the
lap with a tuck under on each
side. We need to be mindful of the
length to keep the corners from
getting caught in the wheels.

Fabric:
•
•

One Eagle in Flight panel
1 yard hand-dyed fabric or
other fabric of your choice

Eagle in Flight
(Robert Kaufman #17634)

Eagle in Flight Wheelchair Quilt
40” x 40”
• Trim the panel to the size you want to make.
• This panel was trimmed from 41" wide to 30½" wide.
• A 5½" section was added to each side of the panel to make it 40" wide.
• The length of the panel was 23".
• The panel was trimmed to 20½" in length.
• A 10½" border was added to the top and bottom of the panel to make it 40" long.
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Rather than bind all four edges of the panel, place the batting on the table with the quilt top facing
up. Place the backing right sides together with the quilt top to complete the quilt sandwich.
To create a smooth finish for the tucked portion of the quilt, the side seams are sewn with ¼” seam
allowance. Trim away any backing and batting along the side seam. Turn the quilt right side out – the
top and bottom will be open. This will create a smooth edge tucked under the legs of a person sitting
in a wheelchair.
Add any quilting now. Since the top and bottom edges will be handled a lot, binding on these edges
will add strength to them and will wear better than a topstitched edge. Topstitch ¼” from the side
seams to finish this special Eagle in Flight quilt, made especially for a friend who uses a wheelchair.

Thank you for joining me for this AQS Let’s Quilt:
Beginners’ Series with Bonnie class.

American Quilter’s Society
AQS Let’s Quilt: Beginners’ Series
– Six Panel Quilts in Six Weeks 2021
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